As classes begin this week, City University's 18 undergraduate colleges and its graduate school the effects of the $87 million budget reduction imposed by the city move from paper and pencil to the realities of day-to-day campus life. The university's 275,000 full- and part-time students, up to 9,500 more over last year, have paid $30 million more in fees and tuitions than last year. They are encountering reduced course offerings, and larger classes taught by fewer faculty.

On many campuses the first notable change was visible at registration as professors sat behind clerical desks usually manned by part-time hourly employees. Once students begin classes this week they will find that libraries' open hours have been cut to one-third, that there are fewer books on the shelves, and that the book stacks are increasingly filled with research ("permanently a custodial operation," declared one librarian). As classes begin, many are focusing special attention on the cuts that will mean they will see buildings that show signs of wear and tear after only a few months.

Concern for the future of the university is manifest on all campuses. City College, for instance, reports that budget cuts and their effects on the college are virtually the only topics of conversation on campus. One of the areas of most immediate impact at that school as elsewhere is the elimination of many adjunct hourly instructors. Many of these part-time people are experiencing difficulties. They will find fewer counselors to advise them (up to a ratio of 1,000 students per counselor at one institution); they will work in laboratories with equipment that, once broken, is not replaced; they will see buildings that show signs of wear and tear after only a few months.

In the South Bronx, Hostos Community College was forced to terminate 99 percent of its instructors and clerical and part-time employees. Because of resulting shifts in full-time faculty rearranged their schedules in order to allow adequate time for students to be notified of the increases, the first day of classes was postponed until next week on that campus.

The elimination of funds for part-time clerical and office employees has a double effect at City University colleges. Undergraduates who do the bulk of the part-time clerical work are forced to look elsewhere for employment in a tight job market; graduate students who were part-time teachers find themselves unemployed. At the same time the entire administrative staff—responsible for record keeping, collection, planning, etc.—faces increased teaching load means less time for research, planning, meeting with individual students or developing new courses. An instructor teaching English composition, for example, will now have 50 papers to correct each week compared with 40 a week last semester. Throughout the university, the practice of having qualified administrators teach at least one course per semester—originally a $2 million budget reduction—is being continued.

No segment of the university community remains unaffected by the cuts. On every campus programs and areas that have taken years to build have been terminated. At Brooklyn College internal funding has been withdrawn from the Institute of Latin-American Studies, of Italian-American Studies, of Puerto Rican Studies. The college has also terminated courses out of its discipline.

For all faculty the increase in

**Students**

**Organize**

by Bob Gelfman

A committee of students concerned about the possibility of tuition fees to be charged at CUNY in the upcoming spring semester met in room 114 at 24th Street on September 23, during club hours. This committee called the "CUNY Fight Back Committee of Baruch," intends to organize with other similar committees formed for the same purpose at other CUNY colleges, including City, Manhattan and Queens.

Since only fourteen students attended the Baruch committee's first meeting, the leaders realized that more concerned Baruch students are desperately needed to help in the fight against further budget cuts. This will result in either tuition charges, the closing down of CUNY, or crippling CUNY's educational standards.

Students, faculty, concerned individuals are urged to attend the next meeting of Baruch's Fightback committee which will take place October 2, in room 114 of the 24th Street building. People are needed to help distribute petitions, draw posters, write and/or circulate anti-budget cut literature. To contract the committee leaders, call Mark Rohrich (942-3525) or Orlando Alonzo (281-0737). There will be a meeting of the various CUNY Fightback committees in order to organize, at 7:30, Thursday, October 2, at 129 W. 22nd Street, 9th floor. Also, a meeting of students, faculty and clerical and office employees union members are now equipped to make calls outside the campus.

Baruch students held another rally during club hours on Thursday, September 28, in the Oak Lounge of the Student Center. Their plans of action at this time was to gather together a large amount of students in order to gain support for the formation of a Student Union.

Approximately 200 students, who were present to listen to student government leaders lay out their plans for the proposed organization.

A surprise visitor to the meeting was Mr. Roy R. Senour, President of CUNY, who has been the subject of much controversy in recent weeks, concerning his alleged inability to maintain a position of such high authority. Dr. Senour was allowed little chance to speak during this gathering, and when given the chance, he basically said the same things as in previous meetings: that he had everything that he would meet with a "certain" of students (excluding the leaders of the Student Government), and that he would do nothing to hide.

Also at this meeting was Joe Suarez, past Associate Editor of this newspaper, who asked for an oath to publish the students' truth. Mr. Suarez started off by stating that he was "subject" to the Board of Governors last semester, and was involved in the issue concerning the institution of the student government.

The discussion turned into a series of allegations, as had the previous meetings, and not much was accomplished during the first half of the meeting.
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REGISTRATION BLUES

For your own good

"There can be little doubt that the ability to write proper English is essential for success at college."

By Enma Saton Barret

For your own good

Being a freshman

By Jim Hedges

Discovering yourself

By Nathalie Crecovrei

VETERANS AFFAIRS

Drugs Don't Bother Dean of Students

By Madeline Crocitto

Drugs Don't Bother Dean of Students

By Richard Warren

Drugs are used by the military to prevent drug use and encourage drug use. The military has a program called "Drug Prevention Through Education," which is designed to educate military personnel about the dangers of drug use. The program includes a variety of educational materials, such as brochures, newsletters, and videos. In addition, the military provides drug testing for all military personnel. These drug tests are required at least once every six months. The military also offers treatment for drug addiction, including detoxification, rehabilitation, and support groups. The military encourages employees to participate in educational programs and seminars on drug prevention and treatment. The military's goal is to prevent drug use among military personnel and to provide treatment for those who do use drugs. The military also provides support to families of military personnel who are struggling with drug addiction. The military is committed to providing comprehensive drug prevention and treatment programs to ensure the health and well-being of all military personnel.
FALL FASHION

By B.B. [Feature editor]

Most department stores remain ready for the season that has just begun and that brings in the Garment Center, which will have its usual share of sales.

Whatever you think of the Garment Center, you can't deny that it is a major shopping center.

And now, with the Garment Center's presence, there is a chance to see what's new in the fashion world.

The Garment Center is located at 10th and Market Streets.

As we enter the Garment Center, we see a display of the latest fashions for the season.

The Garment Center offers a wide variety of clothing, from casual wear to formal attire.

We can see that the Garment Center has something for everyone, from the latest styles to the timeless classics.

The Garment Center is a great place to shop, and we encourage you to visit and see for yourself what it has to offer.

LEX BOOK EXCHANGE WELCOMES

Baruch Students Back From Summer Vacation

Your best bet in new and used books

We buy used books at the highest prices to insure you the widest selection.

(See our ad in back)
YE OLD RADIO

‘Help Us Make It Through the Night’

By Beck Lipsman

If you were the kind of person who read the New York Times when it was a tabloid and thought the Daily News was the answer to all your literary needs, then you almost certainly would not have been reading this section. But if you were the kind of person who enjoyed reading about the history of radio and the development of broadcasting, then you might have been interested in what was happening in the world of “Ye Old Radio.”

In 1972, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) took a new approach to the regulation of radio stations. The FCC began to allow stations to switch to full-time quadrophonic transmission, which promised a richer, more immersive listening experience. This move was seen as a response to the growing popularity of television, which had been competing with radio for entertainment dollars.

The article goes on to discuss the impact of this change on the radio landscape, including the rise of progressive rock stations and the decline of traditional formats. It also notes the FCC’s decision to allow stations to sell airtime to advertisers, which opened up new revenue opportunities for radio stations.

The article concludes with a call to action for listeners to support their local radio stations and to help them make it through the night. It encourages readers to write letters to the FCC and to their local representatives to express their support for the continued existence of local radio stations.

SILVER SCREEN

More Illicit CIA Operations

By Steve Kahn


The film is a suspense thriller about the CIA and its efforts to prevent the overthrow of a South American government by militants. The story follows the CIA as it works to recruit a former military officer to become its agent in the region. The agent, played by Redford, is initially reluctant to join the agency, but eventually agrees to help prevent the coup.

The article goes on to discuss the film’s critical and commercial success, as well as its portrayal of the CIA and its operations. It notes the film’s depiction of the agency as a shadowy force that operates behind the scenes, using covert means to achieve its goals.

The article concludes with a critique of the film’s portrayal of the CIA, noting that it contrasts with the depiction of the agency in real life. It suggests that the film’s portrayal of the CIA as a sinister force is a product of its time, when the agency was under investigation for its role in the Watergate scandal.

CUTBACKS

By Steve Kahn


The film is a suspense thriller about the CIA and its efforts to prevent the overthrow of a South American government by militants. The story follows the CIA as it works to recruit a former military officer to become its agent in the region. The agent, played by Redford, is initially reluctant to join the agency, but eventually agrees to help prevent the coup.

The article goes on to discuss the film’s critical and commercial success, as well as its portrayal of the CIA and its operations. It notes the film’s depiction of the agency as a shadowy force that operates behind the scenes, using covert means to achieve its goals.

The article concludes with a critique of the film’s portrayal of the CIA, noting that it contrasts with the depiction of the agency in real life. It suggests that the film’s portrayal of the CIA as a sinister force is a product of its time, when the agency was under investigation for its role in the Watergate scandal.

The article then turns to discuss the impact of budget cuts on the CIA, which had been experiencing financial difficulties in recent years. It notes the agency’s efforts to cut costs and increase efficiency, including layoffs and reductions in staff.

The article concludes with a call to action for the CIA to continue to be a force for good in the world, despite the challenges it faces. It notes the agency’s important role in protecting national security and suggests that it deserves support from the American people.

The whole thing together. Riced and M. A. or not are contingent, but only on. They’re more of Randel’s. The film is more the great face of the days of "Plan of a Woman's Life" is one such area, but there is still a serious void in the character. It was, as
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
MAY SPEND THAT PART OF THEIR UNSPENT SPRING '75 ALLOCATION BUDGET.

Meet With the Treasurer of the Dss for Further Clarification.

We Are Located at 137 E. 22nd St. NYC Room 408

THE OVER AIL CURE

There are many pressing issues which present themselves today in Baruch. There is the familiar situation of the college of the City University of New York. We are faced with the college's lack of adequate income, but there are the real issues at Baruch. As students of Baruch are unable to deal effectively with these issues, these questions must be asked: Why is Baruch, a college for business students, suffering such a state of bankruptcy? Why is the administration so intent on closing the pool? Why has the administration not bothered to consult with the students from the pool? Are the students who work for their pool successful in their efforts? What is the immediate problem at hand is establishing a working relationship with the students at Baruch?

The immediate problem at hand is establishing a working relationship with the students at Baruch. This is a common concern of the Baruch Student Senate and the Baruch Student Association. The issue involving the 212 Community is one of the most common reasons. Senour is like a malignancy which must be cut to preserve the health of the community. The problems that have been caused by the student movement have not been answered. We can only assure that the administration cannot give an as good answer as some other students.

The Ticker, in its issue of September 25, 1975, published an article, which is, in some respects, a so-called "Veterans Committee." This "Veterans Committee" is not recognized as part of the Baruch College Veterans Association. It does not speak for the association or its members in any capacity.

NOTICE

The Ticker, in its issue of September 25, 1975, published an article, which is, in some respects, a so-called "Veterans Committee." This "Veterans Committee" is not recognized as part of the Baruch College Veterans Association. It does not speak for the association or its members in any capacity.

COURTROOM. It's harder now not to realize that
People of the U.S. are dying there in May, 1970. In New
York City, the Federal Court of Appeals denied interlocutory
relief in the case of the "Vietnam Veterans Against the
War." The denial of this relief means that the case will go to
the court on a full-blown basis. The court has ruled that
the "Vietnam Veterans Against the War" does not have
standing to bring this case. The court has ruled that the
"Vietnam Veterans Against the War" does not have
standing to bring this case.

The Vietnam Veterans Against the War is a group of
people who oppose the Vietnam War. They are challenging
the U.S. government's policy of military intervention in
Vietnam. The group is comprised of veterans who have
served in the U.S. armed forces and who are opposed to the
war. They are demanding that the U.S. government cease and
desist in its military involvement in Vietnam.

Because of the fact that some of the criticisms against Dean Senour and Baruch College have not been addressed or handled by all of the students and faculty in the City University.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

SCHOLARSHIPS

WORKSHOP

RESUME REVISION THIS FALL

Students over 21 who have returned to school after a long gap will find the following activity helpful. Bring your resumes and bring a pen and your favorite beverage. The student workshop will meet in the meeting room of the Lacie Student Center, 1:30-3:30, Thursday, October 23, 1975.

NOTICES

The Accounting Society will present its
First Annual Meeting
Thursday October 2 Free Pizza Party, Refreshments Will Be Served

Come!
Yankees Lost the Season

By Richard Warren

The slumping of the New York Yankees must be the most surprising and disappointing development this season. Yankee fans were an inning away from making the playoffs last year, then, when the team was struggling, they brought in Catfish Hunter, the former American League Cy Young Award winner, to bolster the pitching staff. Many fans thought the Yankees might win a World Series. But it looks like today's Yankees will have to meet next year if they want to make the post-season. The fallout from the Yankee's failure to win a World Series is that the club will have to make a change in their personnel. There have been many rumors about the team's management changes, but most of them are true. The Yankees will have to make some tough decisions. The club might have to trade some of its stars to get younger players. The Yankees will have to win the next 61 games to keep the 1976 season alive, but it looks like they'll have to meet next year.
CROSS COUNTRY

and the schedule

With five of the eight men who led the program now having joined the '75 team, it's 'back to basics' for the 1975-76 season. Faculty advisor Paul Lee and his runners hope to continue the same success as the '74-75 team which made the New York State Championships and upset the defending state champion, Long Island University.

Last fall, thedmen's team posted a season's best dual meet victory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a team third place finish at the 1975 Boston Invitational Meet. The team then went on to win the 1975 New York State Conference Meet in Tulpehocken, Penn. and qualified for the National Meet in New York City. Mike Chester is the men's and women's head coach.

Heading the list of returning athletes is captain Gary English, who is three for three in last year's season. He holds the automatically qualified record which now stands at 4:28.5.

Leading the list of returning athletes is captain Gary English, who is three for three in last year's season. He holds the automatically qualified record which now stands at 4:28.5.

English is due to his ability to work at a higher level of intensity but not to allow his mind to wander, which would defeat his efforts. His greatest strength is his ability to work out, doing just one thing at a time. He said he would make a come back in the May 15 Invitational Meet in New York City, which would take place in the fourth week of May.

Arnold Schwarzenegger is due to his ability to work out, doing just one thing at a time. English said he would make a come back in the May 15 Invitational Meet in New York City, which would take place in the fourth week of May.

Arnold Schwarzenegger is the highest paid bodybuilder. Diet proved to be as important as training, doing 12 sets for each part. From January 6th to April 2nd, he continued to improve.

Diet remains important all the time. He Changes the meals down to three a day. For breakfast, he'll have a gib and bacon. For lunch, he'll have a gib and heavy starches or foods containing carbohydrates. In the evening, it's steak time again with a glass of Weider's Formula #7. In the morning, it's bread time.

SOUL STIRRING IMPRESSION

It's a Sensation See It Made Fresh Whipped Dannon Yogurt

The Campus Chef
5th Floor 46 East 26th Street

CROWD DRAKE DURAN
LEVER ROLE OVER
ACID TAKES DENT
SUN WIFE TWENTY
HAT MARTIN
RADAR HUNT BUE
AND THE DANE CAND
ENITRUST MAN
MADE ENDED VEN
BECAUSE SETS

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Tutoring and Study Labs

Anyone interested in working in the theater, please attend a meeting of the:

Musical Comedy Workshop and Theatron

On Thursday, September 25, in Room 907
23rd Street Building at 12:00 PM. Fall productions will be discussed and election of officers will be held. All current and members and members of Speech 4104 must attend. New members wanted and welcome.
LEX BOOK EXCHANGE

Across Street from Baruch — 132 E. 23rd St.
Cor. Lex. Ave.    777-6240

Week of September 29
Mon.    9:00 A.M.—6:00 P.M.
Tues.   8:00 A.M.—10:00 P.M.
Wed.    8:00 A.M.—10:00 P.M.
Thurs.  9:00 A.M.—9:00 P.M.
Fri.    9:00 A.M.—5:00 P.M.
Sat.    9:00 A.M.—5:00 P.M.

FIVE PERCENT DISCOUNT ON NEW TEXT BOOKS FIVE DOLLARS ($5) and over

COMPLETE SELECTION OF

COMBINATION LOCKS
STATIONERY
DECALS
REVIEW BOOKS
PENS
PENCILS
NOTEBOOKS
REFERENCE BOOKS

50 to 70%
PAID ON ALL CURRENT TEXT BOOKS
USED AT BARUCH COLLEGE

CASH — CASH — CASH